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dysfunction might be a cause rather than a consequence of
alcoholism.16 Malnutrition, repeated head injury, and con-
comitant liver disease have also been suspected, but Eckardt
et al'7 could find no evidence in favour of these and suggested
instead a direct toxic effect of alcohol. Stopping drinking
certainly seems beneficial, with improvement in psychological
performance within the first few weeks of abstinence.17
Improvement can also occur in the CT scan appearances,
though these changes are slower and less striking.'

At present, therefore, it seems that almost one in 10 patients
presenting to alcoholic units will have a clinically obvious
organic brain syndrome. Shrinkage of the brain can be shown
in over half of the remaining 90") who appear clinically
"intact." Cognitive impairment is frequently present, with
problem-solving ability, abstract thinking, psychomotor speed,
and memory particularly vulnerable.
What importance do these findings have for everyday

practice ? Certainly clinicians should be more alert to the
possibility of minor brain damage, and any alcoholic who still
has even minor disorientation, loss of memory, or difficulty
in learning new material after two or three weeks' abstinence
deserves a full neuropsychological investigation. But are there
wider implications ? Could minor brain damage play a part in
precipitating loss of control of drinking ? Could subtle
intellectual impairment rather than moral weakness explain
the poor judgment and repeated relapse into drinking shown
by so many alcoholics ? Is the prognosis worse for those with
brain shrinkage ? Are some alcoholics too impaired to grasp
the complicated concepts so often discussed during group
therapy ? Would the authoritarian approach of enforced
abstinence for three months allow abstract thinking to improve
sufficiently so that more alcoholics could make a balanced
judgment about the pros and cons of further drinking ?
Researchers have shied away from these difficult clinical
questions, but they should do so no longer.
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Management of
gastrointestinal bleeding
The diagnostic revolution ofthe last 15 years has greatly helped
the surgeon who has to deal with emergency gastrointestinal
bleeding. Not only do fewer patients come his way undiagnosed
with requests for heroic operations such as total gastrectomy,
but nowadays he seldom needs to open the stomach to examine
the gastric and duodenal mucosa. Emergency endoscopy has
also virtually eliminated the need for less reliable urgent
barium-meal examinations and provides a positive diagnosis
in about 90"0 of patients who bleed.' Emergency endoscopy
should not, however, be undertaken indiscriminately, since
most patients have stopped bleeding by the time they are
admitted to hospital, and in most the bleeding does not recur.2
Several trials (albeit with weaknesses in design3) have failed to
show any benefits from emergency endoscopy, and the latest
careful study4 found no advantages in terms of management,
reduction of mortality, and long-term consequences. The con-
sensus must surely be that routine endoscopy in every patient
will result in unnecessary discomfort to many-besides being a
waste of time and money.

In certain subgroups of patients,3 however, endoscopy is
needed to plan definitive treatment, though the procedure may
be technically difficult. The most important group consists of
patients who continue to bleed or in whom bleeding recurs. An
emergency service should also take account of the population
at risk: for example, an English series would be unlikely to
contain as many as 26 " of cirrhotics,4 in whom endoscopy
may be particularly valuable in defining the exact site of
bleeding.

If, then, accurate diagnosis does not affect the overall out-
come in most cases, we must look carefully at other aspects of
management) to see if we can reduce the hard core of 5-10°% of
patients who die. As with all emergencies, management should
be based on a system of priorities. During resuscitation
attention needs to be concentrated on the cardiovascular
system, with only limited concern being given to the cause of
the bleeding. Once the clinical condition has been stabilised, a
full history may be obtained and physical examination
carried out, but this will provide a diagnosis only in perhaps
two-thirds of patients. Some gastroenterologists argue that all
such patients should be admitted to special wards with facilities
for intensive care such as central venous pressure monitoring,
an attached endoscopy suite, and combined medical and
surgical cover. The danger is that each patient will then get the
full treatment, when it is needed by at most 10"<) whose
condition does not settle. TIhese patients are the ones in whom
to consider endoscopy and other diagnostic measures. Aspira-
tion of blood from the stomach may not only confirm that
bleeding is continuing but may indicate its site. The results of
selective angiography may be valuable, especially when bleed-
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ing is massive, and it has the added advantage that clotting
agents may be injected.6 If bleeding continues skilled judgment
is needed, and joint consultation is essential; a balance has to
be struck between early (and perhaps unnecessary) surgical
intervention and prolonged and repeated resuscitation and
transfusion, which may well weaken the patient's resistance.

Since most patients do not require intensive treatment they
may be nursed perfectly satisfactorily in an ordinary ward. In
spite of the pioneer work of Avery Jones,7 who showed that
early feeding reduced mortality, the dangerous myth persists
that patients who bleed from the gut should be given "nil by
mouth." There is also widespread faith in alkalis, despite the
clinical observation that in a patient who has bled previous
dyspeptic pain (and therefore presumably acid) disappears.
The immediate and long-term effects of bleeding on gastric
acidity bear re-examination. A similar uncritical attitude has
grown up to the use of cimetidine; several trials8 have shown
that it is valueless in the treatment, as opposed to the pre-
vention, of bleeding, and its "routine" use intravenously
should be condemned on the grounds of both illogicality and
expense. For most patients admission to hospital should mean
a few days of observation rather than treatment, and if bleeding
does not recur they can be safely discharged home.
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Smoking, coal, asbestos,
and the lungs
Over the past 20 years the number of British coalminers with
pneumoconiosis has fallen substantially. In part the fall is due
to the fact that fewer men work in the pits, but it is also a
response to effective measures taken to reduce dust levels
underground-on the evidence of research showing the
association between exposure to respirable dust and the risks
of developing pneumoconiosis.1 Some 500 men a year are still
diagnosed as having the disease by the pneumoconiosis medical
boards, though the average ages at which men show signs of
the different stages of the disease have been increasing steadily,
largely reflecting the higher dust levels of earlier years.2
Asbestosis, the other important pneumoconiosis in Britain,
continues to be diagnosed by the pneumoconiosis boards in
about 200 people a year; no decline in incidence has yet been
seen, but current dust-control policies in the industry are
expected to produce such an effect in the near future.

In theory occupational diseases are wholly preventable, but
in practice so long as society requires an industry's products
some men will fall ill and even die as a result. A cost in terms of

illnesses and accidents is exacted for the benefits provided by
most productive industry. Society and its elected representa-
tives need to be informed of the risks in order that work can be
made as safe as possible, consistent with the need to continue
or increase production3; but the ultimate responsibility in a
democratic society for occupational morbidity and mortality
rests with every individual.
Two problems that exemplify the complexity of these issues

are bronchitis in the coal industry and lung cancer in the
asbestos industry. Chronic bronchitis is one of the most
common disabling diseases in Britain and, though mortality
from it has been falling, it still ranks high as a cause of death.
Its relation to cigarette smoking is well known,4 but it is also
related strikingly to the Registrar General's social groupings
(which are based on occupation), to dust exposure in industry,
and to area of residence,5 implying some influence of general
atmospheric pollution (at least in the past), overcrowding,
and other social factors. Cigarette smoking, with its effects on
both smokers and those who surround them, is also strongly
related to social class.6 In clinical practice patients disabled by
chronic bronchitis who have never been smokers are extremely
rare. Talk of occupational bronchitis, as though occupation
were the sole cause of the potentially disabling or fatal disease
in an individual, is misleading. Claims that exposure to dust
does not contribute to the disease are, however, equally false,
since there is good evidence in the coal industry of relations
between measured dust exposure and symptoms, impairment
of lung function, and mortality from chronic bronchitis.7 8
To disentangle the relative effects of dust and cigarettes in
causing the disease is difficult epidemiologically9 and im-
possible in the individual exposed to both; nevertheless, both
have played their part-at least in the past. Whether current
levels of dust exposure in the coal industry will be sufficient to
cause important clinical effects on the airways remains to be
seen, but the evidence suggests that this is unlikely.

Similar arguments apply to the relation between exposure to
asbestos, cigarettes, and lung cancer. Here the two causal
factors seem to act in a multiplicative manner. Exposure to
asbestos probably has a linear relation with the risk of develop-
ing lung cancer.10 11 This risk is very high indeed in the
heavily exposed smoker, but the risks are also substantial in a
heavily exposed non-smoker. Two forms of action would,
therefore, reduce the number of workers at risk of lung cancer:
reduction of asbestos levels in the industry and reduction of
smoking. Cutting the proportion of smokers would have more
effect in workers exposed to asbestos than in the general
population.

Dust control has been much improved in both industries in
recent years, and further improvements will be made in the
near future voluntarily and in response to public pressure or
legislation. As well as reducing the risks ofthe specific pneumo-
conioses in the workers, this will also reduce the risk of
chronic bronchitis in miners and lung cancer in asbestos
workers. Yet these latter diseases will continue to be a problem
in industry as well as in the general population so long as
people continue to smoke. An important reduction in their
incidence will occur only when the same public and govern-
mental pressure is exerted on smoking as on dust control.
Banning tobacco advertising would be a sensible next step.
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